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COMMUNICATIONS VIA THE "RADIO' S ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITE DESIGN OF
THE TRACKING DIAGRAM

By V. Dobrozhanskiy, Laureate of USSR State Prize

General information of how to prepare for work through the transmitting
	

/17*

artificial earth satellite (construction of a tracking diagram) has already

been published Ln the journal Radio [1,2]. Now, when the real parameters of the

orbit of the radio amateur satellites "Radio-1" and "Radio-2" are known we will

examine this question more specifically.

'We recall that these satellites are put into an almost circular orbit, close

to tho olar. This orbit has the following parameters: period of rotation (T)--

120.4 minutes; inclination (i1 82.6°; height (H)--1,724 km at the apogee and 1,688

km at the perigee.

It is evident that the orbit is actually close to a circular, and for further

calculation we will consider that K=1,700 km. Error in determining the possible

time of carnnunication to the AM [artificial earth satellite] governed by such

an approximation will be insignificant.

To predict the possible ccmimications sessions it is necessary to construct

a tracking diagram for the AES. '?'he most convenient for this is a map in the so-

*Numbers in margin indicate pagination in original foreign text.
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called stereograph c polar projection of the Northern Hemisphere (see second page

of insert). The largest part of the continents, including the entire territory

of the Soviet Union is located precisely in trra.s hemisphere, and radio commun ication

through the 1E5 will be i mple ented mainly in limits of this hemisphere.

It is necessary to plot on this map the zone of maximum radio visibility from

the given QZi. For this (figure 1) the greatest value of the geocentric angle

ttis computed (fr=°m the entrance to the exit of the Aus from the zone of radio

visibility) and tie diameter of the "ccxmiunications circle" D according to the

following formulas:	 arecos
	

^o

D	 2nr^

where ro--radius of earth (6,371 km).

For the orbit of the radio amateiz satellite "Radio-l" and "Radio=2" we

obtain (V2=37.9 0 and D/2=4,112 km. The values of these parameters will be such

for any point of the earth.

One should note that the boundaries of the "communications circle" will be

the circumference only with their plotting on a globe. With the use of maps with

varying projection its precise shape to a greater or lesser degree will differ

from the circumference. For maps with s tereograplu c projection with accuracy that

is completely applicable for solving practical tasks of amateur communications,

the boundaries of the zone of maximum radio visibility can be reduced to the circum -

ference.

-mss is done as follows. To the value of the geographic latitude 13 of the

I	 giver; point we add and subtract the maximum value calculated above for the geo -

centric angle 0/2=37.9 1 . This yields us the northern ((-'n) and southern ((Ys) bourid-
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Figure 1.

aries of the "cc munications circle." Then these points are plotted on the map

on the meridian of the communications point, and the distance between them is

divided in half. This will be also the center of the "communications circle."

Frcm it a circumference is made that naturally passes through the points ('n and

1^s (see second page of the insert).

For example, for Moscow (latitude ., =55.6° n.l., and longitude /`=37.6° e.l.)

we obtain "?n=93.5 1 and ' s=17.7 0 . Since the coordinate for the latitude of the

northern point of the "communications circle" 1'n exceeds 90 1 , then this point will

be found already in the Western liemisptiere (on the continuation of the meridian

of Moscow for the North Pole) at latitude 86.5°. It is apparent that the center

of the circumference does not coincide with communications point (it lies to the

south of Moscow). however the zone of maxim= radio visibility constructed accor-

ding to this simple technique will be close to the actual.
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For an approximate determination of the direction of finding the AE, S on

the route in the zone of radio visibility (this is important with the use of direc-

tional antennas) one should plot on the line of circumference of the zone the 	 /18

azimuths, having taken as 0 0 the point ^'n on the meridian of the communications

point (clockwise, for example, through 301).

The next stage in constructing the tracking diagram is computation of the Arm

route.

The route is the name for the projection of the orbit of the satellite (geo-

metric site of the subsatellite points) on the surface of the rotating earth. For

each revolution of the satellite the route intersects the equator twice. once

during the transition of the AHS from the Southern Hemisphere to the Norther-n,

and the other during the transition from the Northern to the Southern. The point

(value of longitude with respect to the equator) at which the satellite crosses

from the Southern Hemisphere to the Northern is usually called the ascending junc-

tion of the orbit, the opposite transition--the descending junction:

As a result of the daily rotation of the earth with constant angular velocity

0.25 0 per yAnute, the passage of the route with each orbit is shifted to the west

with respect to longitude by an amount 61=0.25 0 x T. For the satellite "Radio-l"

and "Radio-2" (T=120.4 min) Ak will be 30.1 0 The number of orbits that the satel-

lite will make in a day will correspondingly equal N=360 0//AL For our case N=12.

The natural repetition of the route with each orbit and the constant amount

of eacI-.shift CANN make it possible to be restricted to constructing a reference

route for one orbit. In our case it is sufficient to construct it only for half

of the orbit in the Northern Hemisphere. The calculated data for the reference

4	
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route for satellites "Radio-l" and "Radio-2 11 obtained according to the technique

that was published in the journal Radio [21 are given in table 1.

TABLE, 1.

Time,
xmin I R

 
n.l.	 e. 1 .

0,0 0 O'o o, o 

6 : 0 3 2'
016
1	 3

'	 '
2;4

16, 0 1 7,33 42

0 : '7
: 6
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6240

28,0 80.2 42 ,9
30,1 82, 5

'1'19','32,0 go: 6 .3
36,0 70,9

I

48,7
4 0 0 5 91s

1 
57 0

44:0 47,9 160:6
48, 0 36.1 162,5 
52: 

0

24 ,33 1636
56,0 12, 5 164, 3

160:0 0,6 164:9
60 , 2 0 " • 0:0 164 ,95

Notes:	 *beginning of reference route
**one quarter of revolution

***half of revolution

In the first column of it the current time of flight of the ABS (t) is indi-

cated, and in the two others--coordinates of the reference route l' 	 At-and	 Fran^r 

these coordinates one can cons-Eruct on the nap a reference route and set aside

on it the sections that equal 4-minute intervals of time.

According to the generally accepted system of geographical coordinates the

longitude of the reference route is determined from the starting meridian (Green-

wich) to the west and east of zero to 180', and consequently, requires the corres-

ponding indication of the western (w.l.). or eastern Ce.l.) longitude, which is

not always convenient. Therefore in practice the system of reading the longitude

to one side f to the. west of the starting meridian from zero to 360 0 is used. in

this case the values of longitude to the west 
of 

zero to 1,80 0 remain unchanged,

and in the transition to the eastern hemisphere conversion is required (3600-- Xe.l. )f

5
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as this is done on the tracking diagram depicted in the insert.

On a tracking diagram, besides the zones of radio visibility for four cities

(Moscow, Norilsk, Vladivosttok and 'New York) the dotted line plots 12 daily routes

under conditions of the accepted longitude of the ascending junction of the first

orbit 00.

Now in order to dntex.i ine the tire of entrance of the AEs into the zone of

visibility it is necessary to add to the time of passage of the subsatellite point

through the equator (ascending junction) the time shown on the reference orbit at

the point of intersection of the route with the circumference of radio visibility.

The duration of the communications session is defined as the difference in the time

of entrance and exit from this zone of radio visibility,

For the first (conditional) orbit numbers with respect to time are plotted

on the reference route, and it is easy to see that in this case for Moscow the

satellite enters the zone of radio visibility roughly in 9 minutes after intersec-

tion of the equator and will be located in it for about 25 minutes. For Norilsk

these amounts will be correspondingly 20 and 24 minutes, and for Vladivostok-32

and 20 minutes.

Information on the ascending junction of the orbit are taken from the approp-

riate operational publications in which the number, month, year, ordinal number of

the orbit, time of passage of the equator of the subsatellite point, and longitude

of the ascending junction are indicated.

According to the plotted routes of the orbits it is apparent that through the

zone of radio visibility of Norilsk, and consequently, any other points on the

6
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latitudes above 70 0 f communication (observation) is possible during the day at 	 /19

all twelve orbits, i.e., practically evexy two hours, and in the middle latitudeQ,

on the order 55 0 f for example in Moscowe only on ten. On the southern border of

the territory of the USSR the number of orbits accessible for oamunication is

reduced to six. With passage of the trajectory of the AES flight near the zenith

of the reception-transmitting point the duration of the communications session can

reach, 25 minutes. On the orbits that pass to the side of the zenith of the commu-

nications point it is noticeably reduced.

$*	 4^	 j	 1	 i	 I	 I	 I	 IN	 *M x 1A	 C4

I	 I	 a	 460	 a	 ,
C4
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Figure 2.

TABLE 2.	 Time Azimuth
No. in	 Ent. =t  Ent. IExit Duration

No.,	 Name Order of of AES of AES of AES,of AES of Comma_
Month	 AES	 Orbit	 into from into	 frcra nications

,Zone Zone Zone	 Zone Session

4 5 6	 7 8

For daily work the reference route is plotted on a transparent film (plexi-

glass) and fastened at the point of the geographical pole such that it can be

rotated around this point. One can also prepare a special template (figure 2)

which, also is secured at the point: of the North Pole and then is rotated.

During rotation of tl-u-- film or template the beginning 
of 

the reference route

is coincident with the assigned values of longitude of the ascending junction. Then

the necessary time and duration of the communications session are defined, whicl-i
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orbits and how many during the day arcs working, i.e., pass through the zone of

radio visibility; the approximate direction (azimuth) of the appearance of the AES

in the zone of radio visibility and the emergence from the zone, as well as on

which orbits and under which conditions one can establish communication with the

assigned point or region.

Recording of the predictable data of possible communications sessions (obser-

vations) through the retransmitting AES are conveniently presented in the form of

table 2.

it is evident that the retransmitter simultaneously covers with the radio

visibility the entire a:ea of the earth's surface in limits of radius D/2 from the

subsatellite point. Consequently f radio ccmunication or observations are pos-

sible between all radio stations located within the limits of this area. There-

fore if from the center of the zone of radio visibility a circumference is made

of double radius, then it will determine the limit distance of commmications from

the given point. Similar cowmunications are possible with the "touching" of the

AES route of the boundary of the radio visibility zone at the point of intersec-

tion of it with the azimuth line on the correspondent.

The retransmitting satellites of the International &-idio Amateur Organization

AmsAT have orbits close to the circular and circumpolar.

Determination of the zone of radio visibility in calculation of the route can

be made according to the stated technique.

,'N
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Before the beginning of the practical work through amateur radio satellites

it is necessary to prepare a plotting board with a tracking diagram (see the pre-

ceding article), to compile a schedule for passage of the space retransn4tter,

and to maka a ccrtiprehensive evaluation 
of 

-the recW-j-j4"- J1 0n conditions.

The schedule can be ccxnpiled approximately listening to the signals of the

radio range beacon established onboard t, tellite. For this, after tuning the

receiver to the radio range Lvacon freqdV 	 the length of its operation and

silence are recorded. By using these data the time of radio visibility of the space

vehicle is determined.

By receiving signals of the radio range beacon of different orbits from the

entrance to the exit of the satellite from the zone of radio visibility one can

precisely determine with which antennas and at what positions 
of 

the satellite on

-the orbit most favorable conditions are created for radio camunication. The most

objective evaluation of reception conditions is the level with which the signals of

the beacon and the radio stations are received that are working tbrou the retrans-. 911L



miner. If this level is sufficient for positive conducting of radio coamanica-

tion—one can boldly broadcast. OLherwisa it makes no sense to engage the trans-

m.ittor—this will occupy the =rounications channel and will induce an irrational uco

of the powr supply of the satellite frou 
the 

sigmals of your. staticn and the

correspondcnti3 calling you.

%be most characteristic feature of communication through a space retrans-

mitter is the smoth change in the reception frequency governed by the Doppler

effect (1). The frequency of Uie, radio range beacon during the session can reach

3 k1-1z (depending on tlie orbit), and the natural signal—up to 6 k1Jz. Thus it is

necessary to continually re-adjust, the reception frequency.

,'.During communication extensive fadinqs of the signals are possible lasting

up t6_onsl of seconds, linked to the polarization changes on the route. As a rule,

fading is one-sided, i.e., the signals of the correspondent can drop off, although

at the same 
time 

he will have sufficiently positive re6o '^t-ion.

For successful conducting of radio camunication of the AES it is desirable

-to have both in the receiver and in the transmitter a precisely graduated scales.

This will permit a significant raduction in the time for searching for the natural

signal tl*kit has passed through the retransmittor. It is not complicated to make

such scales, since the retransmitting band of frequencies usually comprises only

tens of kilohertz (for example, for the satellites "Radio-l" and "Radio-2 11 --40 kHz).

As an exciter of the transmitter it is best of all to use the VXO--retunable

quartz gcra ator (for example, [2)). lihe possibility of regulating in broad limits
Vj,

the output power is mandatory for the transmitter.



The transmitter should be tuned with an equivalent of the antenna.. it is

necessary to focus special attention on suppressing the stiay channels with all

possible correlations of the frequencies of the receiver and transmitter.

During work through a space retransmt;ter one can use either CW or SSB.

In a general call it is necessary to work on transmission with short ' Ipor-

tions"--12 ... 15 s with the sameintervals. In the majority of cases you will begin

to be called during your transmission, since communication during the satellite

is completely two-way. ,After hearing the. calls one should cease transmission:

your correspondent will understand that you hear him and will transmit his call

and RST or RS. In response the call of the corresponds ►t, RST or RS and his call

will be transmitted. it is necessary to maintain the loudness of your signal on

a level S 5-56 by the power regulation lever. Otherwise one can impair the condi-

tions of radio exchange between other stations, reception of signals of the beacon

and induce a useless (and sometimes dangerous for the satellite xetransmitter)

expenditure of energy onboard the AES. For positive cc miunication effective (with

regard for the coefficient of intensification of the transmitting antenna) emitted

power for the satellites "radio" must not exceed 10 w.

In searching for your signal one should not transmit long series of points--

a situation is possible (see above) where the operator does not hear himself, but

his signals (in the given case interferences!) impair other radio communication.

One should note that it is possible (with good calibration and graduation of

the scales of the reception-transmitting apparatus, precise knowledge of the orbit,

and consequently, superposition of the frequencies) to have cammunication also in

the absence of your signal. In this case you will hear only your correspondent.

13
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Such conviunication, in particular, is conum in dist.,nt orbits.	 /20

If a response to the call did not follow, make a survey in the lbiiits of the

entire section. Stations can call you with rigidly fixed frequencies of trans-

mission or wit1i narrow-band retuning.

Caimunication through a retransmit-tor is distinguished by brevity, and its

conducting to a great extent is similar to comilunication in large cailpetitions.

The two-way pattern promotes high efficiency and the best initial understanding

to the correspondents. Usually radio excl-kcuige is limited to calls and evaluation

of the received signal. Location of the stations and t1ic name of the operator

are reported usually in that case where the correspondent has asked for this.

With successful coincidence of circunistances radio comimnication can be con-

ducted for 5 seconds.

To conduct long distance cm-aiiLziication it is necessary for trio, AXS to be

located as close as possible to the horizon. Thus, the most valuable tune for

the DX QSO--is the beginning and end of the session. 1:zadio caailunication is even

possible when i-Tie satellite is located beyond the horizon. Therefore one should

attentively begin to listen 'to the broadcast 1-2 minutes before the begint-iinq of

the session.

On the QSL besides the usual infoinkition it is necessary to indicate the nL-atic

of the satellite through which conriunication was conducted, and the nui1t)er of the

orbit. It is also desirable to report how the camiunication was received in the

WIF, square of the QTH-locator.

One should recall that aimateur satellites are used as educational vd—ticles,

and for conducting different experhi)ents special days are set aside. it is cate-

III



gorically forbidden to conduct radio amateur communication on this day.

xn conclusion one can suggest that the local RTSh [working technical school]

and the radio clubs organize issuing of a weekly bulletin that would report the

number of the orbit, time and azimuth of appearance of the retransmitter in the

zone of radio visibility for each of the radio amateur satellites that is active

at the given moment.
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